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ABSTRACT NMDA receptors are tetrameric ligand-gated ion channels. In the continuous presence of saturating agonists,
NMDA receptors undergo stationary gating, in which the channel stochastically switches between an open state that permits
ion conductance and a closed state that prevents permeation. The ligand-binding domains (LBDs) of the four subunits are expected to have closed clefts in the channel-open state. On the other hand, there is little knowledge about the conformational
status of the LBDs in the channel-closed state during stationary gating. To probe the latter conformational status, Kussius
and Popescu engineered interlobe disulfide cross-links in NMDA receptors and found that the cross-linking produced stationary
gating kinetics that differed only subtly from that produced by agonist binding. These authors assumed that the cross-linking
immobilized the LBDs in cleft-closed conformations, and consequently concluded that throughout stationary gating, agonistbound LBDs also stayed predominantly in cleft-closed conformations and made only infrequent excursions to cleft-open conformations. Here, by calculating the conformational free energies of cross-linked and agonist-bound LBDs, we assess whether
cross-linking actually traps the LBDs in cleft-closed conformations and delineate semiclosed conformations of agonist-bound
LBDs that may potentially be thermodynamically and kinetically important during stationary gating. Our free-energy results
show that the cross-linked LBDs are not locked in the fully closed form; rather, they sample semiclosed conformations almost
as readily as the agonist-bound LBDs. Several lines of reasoning suggest that LBDs are semiclosed in the channel-closed state
during stationary gating. Our free-energy simulations suggest possible structural details of such semiclosed LBD conformations,
including intra- and intermolecular interactions that serve as alternatives to those in the cleft-closed conformations.

INTRODUCTION
Ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs) are ligand-gated
ion channels that are essential for all aspects of brain function, including higher-order processes such as learning and
memory. AMPA and NMDA receptors are the two main
subtypes of iGluRs. iGluRs form tetrameric assemblies
(Fig. 1 A). Binding of agonists (glutamate and glycine) to
the extracellular ligand-binding domains (LBDs) results in
currents through the transmembrane channel (1,2). Within
each iGluR subunit, the LBD is connected to the transmembrane domain by three flexible linkers (3,4). Each LBD can
be further divided into two lobes (termed D1 and D2; Fig. 1,
B and C). Agonist binding leads to closure of the cleft between the lobes. Each transmembrane domain consists of
three transmembrane helices (termed M1, M3, and M4)
and a re-entrant helix (termed M2). Whereas the LBDs of
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the four subunits form a pair of weakly interacting dimers,
with each intradimer interface mostly involving two D1
lobes, the transmembrane domains form a tightly coupled
tetramer enclosing the ion channel in the middle, with M3
serving as the major pore-lining helix and harboring the
activation gate at the C-terminus (1,3). NMDA receptors
are obligate heterotetramers that typically are composed
of glycine-binding GluN1 and glutamate-binding GluN2
subunits, and have robust ion conductance activities. For
the latter reason, the channel-gating kinetics of NMDA receptors has been well characterized, particularly at the single-channel level (1). These receptors gate in a concerted
fashion, requiring all four ligands to bind for subsequent
opening of the channel pore. In the continuous presence of
saturating agonists, NMDA receptors undergo stationary
gating, in which the channel stochastically switches between an open state that permits ion conductance and a
closed state that prevents permeation. There are significant
gaps in our knowledge about the structures and energetics
of key intermediates in channel-gating thermodynamics
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FIGURE 1 Modular architecture of an NMDA
receptor. (A) Crystal structure of a GluN1-GluN2B
receptor (PDB: 4TLM), with missing linkers
modeled. For clarity, a GluN1 subunit (in the foreground) is not displayed. LBDs of the two GluN2B
subunits are shown as surface, with D1 and D2
lobes in gold and cyan, respectively; the LBD on
the left presents the front view, with a green agonist
barely visible in the interlobe cleft, whereas the
LBD on the right presents the back view. The
LBD of a GluN1 subunit (in the background) is
shown as gray surface. A light blue band represents
the membrane; the transmembrane domains of the
two GluN2B subunits are shown as ribbon, with
the M3 helices as well as the M3-D2 linkers in
red. The location of the activation gate is indicated
by an oval drawn with green dashes. (B) A GluN1
LBD in the front view (PDB: 1PB7), with the D1
and D2 lobes (D1: residues 396–535 and 756–
800; D2: residues 536–544 and GT linker and
663–755) and the bound GLY ligand shown in
gold, cyan, and green, respectively. The two reaction coordinates, x1 and x2, are indicated by purple
line segments. (C) The counterpart for a GluN2A
LBD (PDB: 2A5S). D1: residues 404–530 and
760–801; D2: residues 531–539 and GT linker
and 661–759. To see this figure in color, go online.

and kinetics. It is expected that in the channel-open state, the
LBDs have closed clefts; however, little is known about the
conformational status of the LBDs in the channel-closed
state during stationary gating. That is the subject of the
study presented here.
Because of their critical functions and their association
with numerous diseases (1,2,5), iGluRs have been intensively studied from multiple angles, including electrophysiology, structural characterization, computation, and
mathematical modeling. A number of studies have attempted
to gain clues as to the conformational status of the NMDA receptor LBDs during stationary gating by investigating how
LBD mutations affect whole-cell currents (6–8). Mutations
of residues that directly interacted with the bound agonists
were shown to affect both agonist affinity and (possibly to
a lesser extent) agonist efficacy, but those that perturbed
D1-D2 interactions near the cleft entrance affected only
agonist efficacy (6,7). Blanke and VanDongen (8) found
that D1-D2 disulfide cross-links introduced into GluN1 and
GluN2A LBDs resulted in constitutive activity. They further
reported evidence that, measured against the conductance
activity of the agonist-bound wild-type receptor, the GluN1
cross-link was subefficacious, whereas the GluN2A crosslink was supraefficacious. Interpreting these mutational effects in terms of conformational changes of the LBDs entails
significant uncertainty.
Single-channel recordings provide quantitative measures
of the relative populations of and transition rates between
channel-closed and channel-open states. NMDA receptors
have robust single-channel activity, with a single conductance level (1). Kinetic analyses of single-channel currents

have revealed that during stationary gating, the channelclosed state contains three components (C3, C2, and C1)
outside desensitization and the channel-open state contains
two or more components, which are often collectively denoted as O (9–12). The molecular nature of these kinetic
components remains unknown, although mutational effects
on the populations and transition rates of these components
have provided some hints (11–13). Kussius and Popescu
(11) found that disulfide cross-linking of LBD lobes in
NMDA receptors produced stationary gating kinetics that
differed only subtly from that produced by agonist binding.
For example, the GluN1 cross-linked-LBD variant had the
same channel-open probability (excluding desensitization)
as the agonist-bound wild-type receptor (0.72), whereas
the GluN2A cross-linked-LBD variant had a modestly
increased open probability (0.85). These authors assumed
that the cross-linking immobilized the LBDs in cleft-closed
conformations, and consequently concluded that throughout
stationary gating, agonist-bound LBDs, similarly to the
assumed situation with cross-linked LBDs, stayed predominantly in cleft-closed conformations and made only infrequent excursions to cleft-open conformations.
The structures of isolated LBDs from various iGluR subunits have been determined by x-ray crystallography in an
assortment of ligand-bound forms (2,14–23). For AMPA
receptor LBDs, the degree of agonist-induced cleft closure
is correlated with agonist efficacy (14,15,24). On the other
hand, for NMDA receptor LBDs, both full agonists and a
number of partial agonists induce similar degrees of cleft
closure, whereas antagonists keep the cleft open (16,18–
20,22). These results indicate that the two subtypes of
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iGluRs may employ different mechanisms for modulating
agonist efficacy. Since the first crystal structure for a nearfull-length AMPA receptor in antagonist-bound form was
first presented in 2009 (3), more than a dozen such structures covering both AMPA and NMDA receptors have
been published (4,24–28). Some of these structures are
bound with full agonists along with positive allosteric
modulators. Yet, in all of these structures the channel is
closed. Given that the channel-open state often has the
major population during stationary gating (11,12), the
inability to observe this state for the transmembrane channel
is likely due to the crystalline environment not adequately
mimicking the lipid membrane, which is now recognized
as essential for the structural integrity of transmembrane
proteins (29).
Building on the structural snapshots provided by the
crystal structures, we carried out molecular-dynamics
simulations in which the LBD clefts were closed to induce
channel opening (30,31). These simulations suggested that
AMPA and NMDA receptors have similar gating mechanisms, with the M3-D2 linkers playing a crucial role in
transmitting the action of LBD cleft closure into the opening
of the channel pore. Moreover, due to the near-orthogonal
orientations of the M3-D2 linkers in the two pairs of diagonally positioned subunits (A/C and B/D), the LBD closure
led to greater M3 outward movement in the B/D subunits
(GluN2 for NMDA receptors) than in the A/C subunits
(GluN1 for NMDA receptors). The greater outward movement of the GluN2 M3 helices resulted in a rhombus shape
for the positions of four homologous M3 residues, with the
GluN1 residues at the obtuse-angle vertices and the GluN2
residues at the acute-angle vertices. This finding is supported by electrophysiological studies that showed unequal
contributions of GluN1 and GluN2 subunits to channel
gating (32). In the open state, substituted cysteines in the
GluN1 M3 helices overall exhibited higher modification
rates by methanethiosulfonate (MTS) reagents (consistent
with the greater solvent exposure due to the positioning
at the obtuse-angle vertices) than those in the GluN2 M3
helices. The crucial role of the M3-D2 linkers was further
studied via a combination of single-channel electrophysiology and molecular-dynamics simulations, with glycine
insertions perturbing the linker lengths and thereby enabling
a probe of the tensions therein (12).
The free-energy landscapes of LBD cleft opening/closure
were explored in molecular-dynamics free-energy simulations (21,33–35). Notably, the free-energy landscapes of
GluN1 LBDs bound with agonists spanning a range of efficacies showed similar positions for the cleft-closed basins,
but the broadness of the basins increased with decreasing
agonist efficacy (35). The implication is that agonist-bound
LBDs with broader basins are less effective in stabilizing the
channel-open state and thus are less efficacious. Motivated
by this idea, we developed a mathematical model in which
the free-energy surface of the full receptor consists of three
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terms: one for the agonist-bound LBDs, one for the transmembrane domain tetramer, and one for the coupling M3D2 linkers (36). This model illustrates that both a shift in
the LBD free-energy basin toward a more open position,
as in AMPA receptors, and an increase in the broadness of
the LBD free-energy basin, as in NMDA receptors, lead to
lower agonist efficacies. Importantly, as explained in the
Results section, this model predicts that during stationary
gating, the agonist-bound LBDs adopt cleft-closed conformations in the channel-open state but semiclosed conformations in the channel-closed state. This prediction contradicts
the assumption of Kussius and Popescu (11) that the
agonist-bound LBDs are trapped in cleft-closed conformations even in the channel-closed state.
In this study, by calculating the free-energy landscapes of
cross-linked and agonist-bound GluN1 and GluN2A LBDs,
we assessed whether cross-linking actually traps the LBDs
in cleft-closed conformations. The results show that the
cross-linked and agonist-bound LBDs have similar free-energy landscapes. Rather than being trapped in cleft-closed
conformations, the cross-linked GluN1 LBD opens to semiclosed conformations as readily as the agonist-bound form,
and the cross-linked GluN2A LBD cleft is closed only
moderately more tightly than its agonist-bound counterpart.
We also delineated the structural details of the semiclosed
LBD conformations that could potentially dominate in the
channel-closed state. Whereas the cleft-closed conformations of an LBD are stabilized mostly by interactions of
the bound-agonist and the D1 lobe with the D2 lobe, the
semiclosed conformations are stabilized by alternative
interactions of the bound agonist and D1 with D2, as well
as by interactions of the agonist and the cleft-lining residues with water. Thus, in addition to correcting a possible
misconception regarding disulfide cross-linking, this study
demonstrates the unique contributions of free-energy simulations to the construction of physically sound channelgating mechanisms.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
For the computations in this work, we largely followed the procedures
described in our previous study (35), in which we calculated the free-energy
landscapes of GluN1 LBDs bound with agonists spanning a range of efficacies. Below, we present the relevant details for the study presented here.

System preparation
The starting structures of the GluN1 and GluN2A LBDs (either agonistbound or cross-linked) were taken from Protein Data Bank (PDB): 1PB7
and 2A5S, respectively. Missing residues of GluN1 (D441–R448) and
GluN2A (T426) were built using Modeller (37). For the cross-linked forms,
following Kussius and Popescu (11), N499 and Q686 of GluN1, and K487
and N687 of GluN2A were mutated into cysteines and then linked by
disulfide bonds using Modeller.
Force-field parameters for the GLU ligand in GluN2A were obtained in
the same way as for the GLY ligand in GluN1 (35). In brief, starting with
the crystal structure for the ligand (PDB: 2A5S), hydrogen atoms were
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added using UCSF Chimera (38). Partial charges were then obtained by
using the RESP method (39) on the R.E.D. server (40), with a total charge
of 1 for GLU. Other force-field parameters were obtained in the GAFF
format (41) using the Antechamber tool.
The three systems studied (cross-linked GluN1 LBD and GLU-bound
and cross-linked GluN2A LBDs), like the GLY-bound GluN1 LBD in our
previous study (35), were solvated using tLeap in Amber 12 (42). The water
box had a buffer zone of at least 10.75 Å in each direction around the protein solute, with sodium and chloride ions included to neutralize the system
and to provide a physiological salt concentration. The numbers of sodium
and chloride ions were 37 and 39, respectively, for all systems studied.

Simulation protocol
All of the free-energy simulations were done in NAMD 2.9 (43) using the
Amber99SB force field (44). Each solvated system was first energy minimized for 5000 steps with the protein Ca atoms fixed, and then gradually
heated up to 310 K over 310 ps and equilibrated for 1 ns while the protein
Ca atoms were restrained with a force constant of 1.0 kcal/mol/Å2.
The two reaction coordinates employed to define the free-energy landscape of cross-linked GluN1 LBD cleft opening/closure were the same as
those used for the GLY-bound GluN1 in our previous study (35). These coordinates were two interlobe distances, x1 and x2, measured on the two
opposite sides of the bound agonist (Fig. 1 B); varying x1 and x2 independently allowed the possibility that the interlobe cleft opened unevenly on
the two sides of the agonist. Specifically, x1 was the distance between the
Ca centers of mass (COMs) of Leu517-Ile519 on D1 and Ser688-Val689
on D2, and x2 was the distance between the COMs of His404-Glu406 on
D1 and Ala714-Ala715 on D2 (Fig. 1 B). For both GLU-bound and
cross-linked GluN2A LBDs, we used the residues that aligned to the preceding GluN1 residues to define the two reaction coordinates. Hence, x1
involved Leu512-Ile514 on D1 and Ser689-Thr690 on D2, whereas x2
involved Glu412-Ala414 on D1 and Val713-Glu714 on D2.
From the last snapshot of the equilibration phase of each system, we performed targeted molecular-dynamics simulations (45) using the Colvars
module of NAMD to generate the initial conformations for 171 windows
(for GluN1) or 183 windows (for GluN2A) in the x1-x2 plane. Finally, we
conducted umbrella sampling in each window for 3 ns. As described previously (35), in the simulations of the agonist-bound forms, to model the
continuous presence of saturating agonists, the agonists were attached to
the D1 lobe. Specifically, the bifurcate hydrogen bond between the a-carboxylate oxygens of the agonists and the Nh1 and Nh2 atoms of a conserved arginine (GluN1 Arg523 and GluN2A Arg518) in the D1 lobe was maintained by
restraining the two interatomic distances, each with a one-sided, flat-bottom
harmonic potential that started at a 3 Å distance and had a mild force constant
of 2.0 kcal/mol/Å2. The weighted histogram analysis method (46), as implemented in the wham2d tool by A. Grossfield (http://membrane.urmc.
rochester.edu/content/wham), was used to generate the free-energy surface.

Collection of conformational subsets along a
combined coordinate
The two-dimensional free-energy surface of each system was further
reduced to a single dimension along the combined coordinate x10 ¼ (x1 þ
x2)/2 – (x1m þ x2m)/2, where x1m and x2m denote the free-energy global minimum position. More specifically, from the umbrella sampling, we collected
conformations that fell into circular regions centered at a series of points on
the line with a slope of one and passing through the free-energy minimum
(Fig. 2). The first point was at the free-energy minimum, where x10 ¼ 0, and
subsequent points had increasing x10 values at 0.5-Å intervals. The radius of
the circular regions for collecting conformations was 0.4 Å. These subsets
of conformations with increasing x10 provided a depiction of the molecular
details as the interlobe cleft transitioned from a fully closed form to a semiclosed form.

FIGURE 2 Free-energy surfaces of agonist-bound GluN1 and GluN2A
LBDs and their cross-linked form. (A) GLY-bound GluN1 LBD, taken
from Dai and Zhou (35). (B) Cross-linked GluN1 LBD. (C) GLU-bound
GluN2A LBD. (D) Cross-linked GluN2A LBD. Free-energy surfaces are
contoured at 1 kcal/mol intervals. White stars are positioned at x1 and x2
values calculated from the crystal structures of the agonist-bound LBDs
(PDB: 1PB7 and 2A5S). Black stars are positioned at x1 and x2 values
calculated from the crystal structures of antagonist-bound LBDs (PDB:
1PBQ for DCKA-bound GluN1 LBD, and 4NF6 for PPDA-bound GluN2A
LBD). White dots indicate the free-energy global minima, white lines have
a slope of one and pass through the respective free-energy minima, and purple circles are on the white lines and separated from the respective white
circles by an increase of 4.5 Å in x10 . To see this figure in color, go online.

RESULTS
Disulfide cross-linking does not trap GluN1 and
GluN2A LBDs in cleft-closed forms
In a previous study (35), we calculated the free-energy landscape of the GLY-bound GluN1 LBD. Here, to compare the
effects of agonist binding and disulfide cross-linking, we
calculated the free-energy landscape of the ligand-free
GluN1 LBD, in which residues N499 and Q686 were
mutated into cysteines and linked by a disulfide bond. In
addition, we obtained corresponding results for the GLUbound GluN2A LBD and the cross-linked form, in which
K487 and N687 of GluN2A were mutated into a disulfide
bond. All of these results are displayed in Fig. 2. We should
emphasize that the focus of this study is stationary gating,
and as such we are mainly interested in the initial opening
of the LBD clefts while the agonists are still attached to
the D1 lobe (and the corresponding situation in the case of
the cross-linked forms).
Compared with the GLY-bound GluN1 LBD, the crosslinked form exhibits a shift in its free-energy minimum
(indicated by white dots in Fig. 2) to a larger x2 value
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(from 8.45 to 9.05 Å) while maintaining nearly the same x1
value (at 8.7 Å). The mildly widened cleft at the free-energy
minimum of the cross-linked LBD (see also Fig. 3) can be
explained by the unique ability of the small GLY ligand
to stabilize a tightly closed cleft (35): the disulfide crosslink may actually serve to maintain the cleft at a less closed
conformation. Moreover, the free-energy basin of the crosslinked form is apparently broadened, suggesting that it
may be easier for this construct to open its interlobe
cleft compared with its GLY-bound counterpart. This
finding contradicts the assumption of Kussius and Popescu
(11) that cross-linking locks the LBD in cleft-closed
conformations.
Our results for the GluN2A LBDs are qualitatively
similar to, though quantitatively somewhat different from,
those obtained for the GluN1 LBDs. First, relative to that
of the GLU-bound GluN2A LBD, the free-energy global
minimum of the cross-linked form moved toward a more
closed cleft, with x2 decreasing from 11.65 to 10.75 Å,
although x1 increased slightly from 9.05 to 9.25 Å (see
also Fig. 3). Hence, the cross-link was able to bring the
two lobes closer than the GLU ligand. Second, as the interlobe cleft opened, the free energy of the cross-linked form
increased somewhat more sharply than that of the GLU-

bound LBD. Therefore, the cross-link was more effective
than the GLU ligand in stabilizing the cleft-closed conformations. Third, the free-energy landscape of the GLUbound LBD, in addition to the global minimum, featured
a local minimum comprising semiclosed conformations;
such a local minimum was barely visible in the free-energy
landscape of the cross-linked form. Despite these subtle differences from that of the GLU-bound GluN2A LBD, the
free-energy landscape of the cross-linked form was nevertheless broad, indicating again that the cross-link could
not lock the LBD in the cleft-closed form.
The free-energy global minima of the two agonist-bound
LBDs are at (x1, x2) positions close to those calculated on
the respective crystal structures (PDB: 1PB7 and 2A5S;
shown as white stars in Fig. 2, A and C). From here on,
we largely refer to the diagonal line (white line in each panel
of Fig. 2) that passes the free-energy minimum, i.e., along
the combined coordinate x10 , when describing changes
in cleft opening for each LBD. In each panel of Fig. 2,
we display a purple dot, with x10 increased to 4.5 Å from
a zero value at the free-energy minimum, as a possible
representative for semiclosed LBD conformations. The
(x1, x2) positions of the purple dots are close to those calculated on the crystal structures of the GluN1 and GluN2A

FIGURE 3 Degrees of cleft closure in agonistbound and cross-linked GluN1 and GluN2A
LBDs. (A) Superposition of the GLY-bound and
cross-linked GluN1 LBDs at their respective
free-energy minima. The D1 lobes are superimposed (only that from the agonist-bound LBD is
displayed, in gold), and the D2 lobes are shown
in cyan and pink for the agonist-bound and crosslinked LBDs, respectively. The GLY ligand and
the disulfide cross-link are displayed as green
spheres and red sticks, respectively. The arrow indicates the direction of cleft closure. (B) Counterparts for the GluN2A LBDs. (C) Cleft-closure
angles of the agonist-bound and cross-linked
GluN1 LBDs calculated for subsets of conformations collected around discrete x10 values, from
0 at the free-energy minima to 4.5 Å for a putative
semiclosed form. The mean values and standard
deviations of cleft-closure angles calculated over
the subsets are displayed as continuous curves
and shading, respectively. (D) Corresponding results for the GluN2A LBDs. Insets in (C) and
(D): free energy as a function of the cleft-closure
angle. Circles on the abscissa indicate the freeenergy minima; a decreasing closure angle corresponds to an increasing cleft opening. To see this
figure in color, go online.
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LBDs bound with a bulky antagonist (5,7-dichlorokynurenic acid (DCKA) and 1-(phenanthrene-2-carbonyl)piperazine-2,3-dicarboxylic acid (PPDA) (PDB: 1PBQ and
4NF6), respectively). The latter positions are indicated by
black stars in Fig. 2.
Structural comparison between agonist-bound
and cross-linked LBDs
In Fig. 3, A and B, we compare the structures of the agonistbound GluN1 and GluN2A LBDs with those of their crosslinked forms at the respective free-energy minima. As
already mentioned, these computed structures closely represent the crystal structures of the agonist-bound LBDs. The
structures computed for the cross-linked forms at their
free-energy minima would likewise closely represent the
observed structures of these constructs if the free-energy
simulations faithfully modeled the conformational ensembles. We superimposed the D1 lobes to allow for an easy
detection of differences in the degree of cleft closure. As
noted above, the free-energy minimum of the cross-linked
GluN1 LBD shifted to a larger value along the x2 coordinate
relative to that of the GLY-bound LBD, whereas the reverse
was observed for the GluN2A LBDs. Correspondingly, the
degrees of cleft closure in the cross-linked LBDs, compared
with the agonist-bound forms, were lower for GluN1 but
higher for GluN2A. After D1 superposition, the D2 Ca
root mean-square deviations between the cross-linked and
agonist-bound forms were 2.2 and 2.1 Å, respectively, for
the GluN1 and GluN2A minima.
The degree of cleft closure can be quantitatively
measured by the cleft-closure angle (referenced to an apo
LBD) (14). In Fig. 3, C and D, we display the mean values
and standard deviations of cleft-closure angles calculated
for subsets of conformations collected along the x10 coordinate. At the respective free-energy minima, as expected,
the agonist-bound GluN1 LBD had a larger closure angle
than the cross-linked form. As x10 increased, the closure
angles decreased, with the cross-linked form showing
a lower rate of decrease than the agonist-bound GluN1
LBD. As a result, the curves representing the mean closure
angles crossed each other, and at x10 ¼ 4.5 Å, the agonistbound GluN1 LBD had a smaller closure angle than the
cross-linked form.
We attribute the cross-linked form’s lower rate of
decrease in closure angle with increasing x10 to its lower
ability to translate changes in the x1 and x2 coordinates,
which involved two to three residues in the two lobes, into
global changes between the lobes, i.e., changes in the
closure angle. In other words, because of the restraints of
the disulfide cross-link, some of the changes in x1 and x2
dissipated into local changes. Accounting for the difference
between the agonist-bound and cross-linked LBDs in translating changes in x1 and x2 into changes in the cleft-closure
angle, we now see that the difference in the broadness of the

free-energy basin shown in Fig. 2, A and B, is exaggerated.
The agonist-bound and cross-linked GluN1 LBDs have
similar free-energy curvatures when measured in terms of
the cleft-closure angle instead of x10 (Fig. 3 C, inset).
The corresponding results for the GluN2A LBDs can now
be presented straightforwardly (Fig. 3 D). At their respective
free-energy minima, the agonist-bound LBD had a smaller
closure angle than the cross-linked form. Again, the rate
of decrease was lower for the cross-linked form than for
the agonist-bound LBD, and in this case the difference between the closure angles of the two LBDs increased with
increasing x10 . Because of this difference between the
LBDs in translating changes in x1 and x2 into changes in
the cleft-closure angle, we now see that the narrowing
in the free-energy basin from Fig. 2 C to Fig. 2 D is underestimated: the narrowing in the free-energy basin of the
cross-linked GluN2A LBD is more pronounced when the
cleft-closure angle, instead of x1 and x2, is the reaction
coordinate (Fig. 3 D, inset).
LBD free-energy landscapes can explain the
effects of cross-linking on the channel-open
probability
Using single-channel recordings, Kussius and Popescu (11)
characterized the subtle effects of replacing agonist binding
by LBD cross-linking on stationary gating thermodynamics.
They showed that cross-linking on the GluN1 subunits had
no effect on the channel-open probability (Po), whereas
cross-linking on the GluN2A subunits resulted in a small increase, from 0.72 to 0.85, in Po. In a previous study (36), we
developed a mathematical model to relate the free-energy
landscape of LBD cleft opening/closure to stationary gating
thermodynamics. According to this model (Fig. 4 A), LBD
closure provides stabilization to the channel-open state.
Correspondingly, both the minimum position and the curvature of the LBD free-energy basin can affect the Po. Specifically, both a shift in the minimum position toward a larger
cleft-closure angle and an increase in the curvature lead to
greater stabilization of the channel-open state and hence a
higher Po, whereas the opposite changes in the LBD freeenergy landscape lead to a lower Po.
With this mathematical model, we can now translate the
differences in free-energy landscape between the agonistbound and cross-linked LBDs into differences in Po. For
the GluN1 LBDs, the free-energy minimum of the crosslinked form shifted toward a slightly smaller cleft-closure
angle, whereas the free-energy curvature (measured in terms
of cleft-closure angle) was similar to that of the agonistbound form (Fig. 3 C, inset). The cross-linking here would
thus be expected to have a nearly null effect on Po. On the
other hand, for the GuN2A LBDs, not only did the freeenergy minimum of the cross-linked form shift toward a
larger cleft-closure angle, but also the free-energy curvature
(measured in terms of cleft-closure angle) markedly
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FIGURE 4 Mathematical model for energetic
coupling between LBD cleft closure and channel
opening (36). (A) Illustration of the model.
Mimicking the structure of the NMDA receptor
shown in Fig. 1 A, the D1 and D2 lobes of the
LBDs in two diagonal subunits are shown in gold
and cyan, respectively; the bound ligands are in
green; and the M3 helices and the M3-D2 linkers
are in red. The y coordinate represents the degree
of LBD cleft closure, and the x coordinate represents the extent of channel opening. (B) The freeenergy function of the isolated LBD (black curve)
and the potential of mean force in y (red curve)
when coupling between the LBD and the channel
is accounted for are shown in units of the product of Boltzmann’s constant and absolute temperature. Note that the potential of mean force has two minima:
the one at y ¼ 0 corresponds to the channel-open state, whereas the one at y ¼ –0.91 corresponds to the channel-closed state. To see this figure in color, go
online.

increased (Fig. 3 D, inset). Together, these changes by the
cross-linking in this case would be expected to result in a
measurably higher Po. These predictions regarding the effects of cross-linking in the GluN1 and GluN2A LBDs are
qualitatively consistent with the experimental observations
of Kussius and Popescu (11).
Semiclosed LBD conformations are predicted to
dominate in the channel-closed state
In the aforementioned mathematical model (Fig. 4) (36), the
free energy released by LBD cleft closure is transmitted via
the linker between the M3 helix and the D2 lobe to stabilize
the channel-open state. When the channel closes, the M3-D2
linker becomes extended and the resulting tension pulls the
D2 lobe into a semiclosed form. The mathematical model is
based on our current mechanistic understanding of the
gating properties of iGluRs. It provides a conceptual framework for relating the thermodynamic and kinetic properties
of stationary gating to intra- and interdomain energetics
and dynamics. In theory, this model can be implemented
through molecular-dynamics simulations, including the
ones presented here—an undertaking that will be pursued
in the future.
Here, we use the previously described model (36), in
which the intra- and interdomain energetics is simplified
as mathematical functions, to examine the conformational
changes of the LBD during stationary gating. We should
point out that the mathematical functions assumed are illustrative rather than quantitative, but nevertheless can serve to
flesh out hypotheses. The functions involve just two independent variables: a y coordinate representing the degree
of LBD cleft closure, and an x coordinate representing the
extent of channel opening. The free-energy function of an
agonist-bound or cross-linked LBD is assumed to be harmonic (wb(y) ¼ (1/2)kby2, with the minimum at y ¼ 0 and
the curvature denoted by kb), whereas the free-energy function of the channel is assumed to be a double-well form
(wc(x) ¼ ε[(x2 – 1)2 – x3/3 þ x], with the closed-state
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minimum at x ¼ –1 being more stable than the open-state
minimum at x ¼ 1 by 4ε/3 in free energy). These two
free-energy functions are coupled by the linker, which is
modeled as a spring, with the coupling free energy given
by wc(x, y) ¼ (1/2)kl(y – x þ D) 2, where kl is the spring constant and D is the extension of the linker when x ¼ y ¼ 0.
With kb ¼ kl ¼ 30, D ¼ 1, and ε ¼ 20, the model has the
channel-open state minimum located at x ¼ 1 and y ¼ 0,
which, due to the stabilization of LBD closure, becomes
more stable than the channel-closed minimum. The latter
is located at x ¼ –0.83 and y ¼ –0.91. Note that the last
y-value corresponds to a semiclosed LBD.
Given the illustrative nature of the mathematical model,
we can only draw a qualitative correspondence between
the above numerical values and those obtained on the
LBD free-energy surfaces calculated from the moleculardynamics simulations. As the free-energy landscapes in
Fig. 2 show, when agonist-bound and cross-linked LBDs
are in isolation, they are most stable in cleft-closed conformations. This situation is represented by the harmonic potential wb(y) with a minimum at y ¼ 0, shown as the black
curve in Fig. 4 B. When the LBD is coupled to the channel
via the M3-D2 linker, the potential of mean force in y, U0(y),
has a second minimum, at y ¼ –0.91 (red curve in Fig. 4 B).
The latter is created when the channel moves to the closed
state. If the LBD were to stay in cleft-closed conformations,
the M3-D2 linker would experience substantial extension
and hence build substantial tension. To relieve some of
this tension, the D2 lobe swings from cleft-closed to semiclosed conformations.
Possible molecular nature of semiclosed LBD
conformations in stationary gating
As the mathematical model illustrates, a full specification of
the semiclosed LBD conformations that putatively dominate
in the channel-closed state during stationary gating requires
the free-energy surface of the full receptor. Here, based on
the free-energy simulations of the agonist-bound LBDs in
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isolation, we examine the changes in intra- and intermolecular interactions as the interlobe cleft opens up, and speculate about the molecular nature of the semiclosed LBD
conformations.
One property we monitored was the number of contacts
between a bound agonist and surrounding groups of atoms
(Fig. 5, A and B). A contact was defined as any pair of atoms
with a distance of <4 Å. We considered three groups of partner atoms: D1, D2, and water. By design, the ligands were
constrained to interact with the D1 lobes (35), and correspondingly, the numbers of ligand-D1 contacts remained
constant for both the GluN1 and GluN2A LBDs as x10
increased from 0 to 4.5 Å (Fig. 5, C and D). On the other
hand, with increasing x10 , the numbers of ligand-D2 contacts
decreased while the numbers of ligand-water contacts
increased; for each LBD, the curves for ligand-D2 and
ligand-water contacts crossed each other. Structurally, as
the interlobe cleft opened up, some of the ligand-D2 contacts were lost, but water molecules came in to fill the cleft,
resulting in the increase in ligand-water contacts (as well as
an increase in contacts between water and cleft-lining residues). As a result of this exchange between ligand-D2 and
ligand-water contacts, the total number of contacts between
the ligand and its surroundings remained constant. We speculate that the semiclosed LBD conformations in stationary
gating occur after the crossing of the curves for ligand-D2
and ligand-water contacts. Interestingly, right after the curve
crossing for the agonist-bound GluN2A LBD, there was an
extended range in x10 (from 1.5 to 3.5 Å) in which the

numbers of ligand-D2 and ligand-water contacts were
both nearly flat. This range in x10 coincided with the local
minimum noted in Fig. 2 C.
Another property we monitored was the pattern of
hydrogen bonds between D1 (now including the bound
agonist) and D2. For this purpose, we identified all interlobe
hydrogen bonds and calculated the percentages of simulation frames in which these hydrogen bonds were present.
Interestingly, for both GluN1 (Fig. S1 in the Supporting
Material) and GluN2A (Fig. S2), switches in interlobe
hydrogen-bonding partners were observed as x10 increased.
For GluN1, a series of hydrogen bonds was formed between
four residues in loop 2 on D1 and Gln686 near the N-terminus of helix F on D2 (purple boxes in Fig. S1, A and B;
Fig. S1 D). Near the free-energy global minimum (x10 close
to 0), Gln686 mainly formed a backbone-backbone
hydrogen bond with Gly485 and a side-chain-side-chain
hydrogen bond with Asn499 (Fig. S1 B, left panel). As x10
increased to 2.5 Å, the propensity of the hydrogen bond
with Gly485 increased, whereas the propensity of the
hydrogen bond with Asn499 decreased, and in the meantime
a hydrogen bond between the side chains of Gln686 and
Asp481 emerged (Fig. S1 B, middle panel). As x10 further
increased to 4 Å, the first three hydrogen bonds all but disappeared, and instead a new side-chain-side-chain hydrogen
bond between Gln686 and Glu488 formed (Fig. S1 B, right
panel). The backbone carboxyl of the GLY ligand exhibited
a similar switch in hydrogen-bonding partners (gold boxes
in Fig. S1, A and C; Fig. S1 E), first with the backbone

FIGURE 5 Contacts formed by the bound agonists and the surrounding groups in the GluN1
and GluN2A LBDs. (A) Illustration of the contacts,
defined as atom pairs with distances of <4 Å, on a
GluN1 LBD conformation selected from the subset
around x10 ¼ 2 Å. The agonist is shown as green
ball-and-stick. D1, D2, and water atoms are shown
as bonds drawn in gold, red, and blue lines, respectively. (B) Corresponding illustration on a GluN2A
LBD conformation selected from the subset around
x10 ¼ 2.5 Å. (C) The mean values and standard deviations of the number of contacts in each group,
calculated for subsets of GluN1 LBD conformations collected around discrete x10 values from
0 to 4.5 Å, are displayed as a continuous curve
and shading, respectively. (D) Corresponding results for the agonist-bound GluN2A LBD. To see
this figure in color, go online.
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amide of Ser688 (Fig. S1 C, left panel) and then with the
side-chain hydroxyl of the same residue (Fig. S1 C, right
panel). The interlobe hydrogen bonds that emerged at larger
x10 could contribute to the stability of the semiclosed LBD
conformations.
The switches in interlobe hydrogen-bonding partners in
the agonist-bound GluN2A are shown in Fig. S2. When
the cleft was closed, Arg692 on D2 mainly formed a salt
bridge with Glu516 on D1 (Fig. S2 B, left panel), but
when the cleft gradually opened up, a salt bridge between
Arg692 and Glu517 on D1 took over (Fig. S2 B, right
panel). Similarly, Ser689 on D2 initially formed hydrogen
bonds with the backbone carboxyl of the GLU ligand
(Fig. S2 C, left panel) and then, at larger x10 , the partner
switched to the side-chain carboxyl of the ligand (Fig. S2
C, right panel).
DISCUSSION
In this work, we calculated the free-energy landscapes
of agonist-bound and cross-linked GluN1 and GluN2A
LBDs, and assessed whether cross-linking actually traps
the LBDs in cleft-closed conformations. Our results show
that the cross-linked forms have free-energy landscapes
similar to those of the agonist-bound LBDs. Rather than being trapped in cleft-closed conformations, as assumed by
Kussius and Popescu (11), the cross-linked LBDs sample
semiclosed conformations either as readily as or only mildly
less readily than the agonist-bound forms. The free-energy
results did reveal subtle differences between agonist binding
and cross-linking. For GluN1, the minimum position of the
free-energy basin for the cross-linked form shifted toward a
slightly higher degree of cleft opening, whereas the curvature remained the same as for the agonist-bound form. On
the other hand, for GluN2A, the free-energy basin for the
cross-linked form both shifted in minimum position toward
a higher degree of cleft closure and increased in curvature,
indicating stabilization of a closed cleft. These results
provide a rationalization for the subtle effects of LBD
cross-linking in GluN1 and GluN2A subunits, observed by
Kussius and Popescu (11), on the channel-open probability
during stationary gating. Similar effects of cross-linking
were implicated by earlier measurements of whole-cell
currents (8).
The rationalization of the experimental observations was
based on a mathematical model in which the energetics of
LBD closing/opening is coupled to the energetics of channel
opening/closing via the interdomain linkers. As shown here,
the model further predicts that the LBD conformations that
dominate in the channel-closed state are semiclosed. Our
free-energy simulations suggest possible structural details
of such semiclosed LBD conformations. Contributing to
the stability of these conformations are new interlobe
hydrogen bonds as the clefts open and interactions of
the D1-attached agonists with water molecules that come
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in to fill the clefts. Overall, in addition to correcting a
possible misconception regarding disulfide cross-linking,
this study demonstrates the unique contributions of freeenergy simulations to the construction of physically sound
channel-gating mechanisms.
Two lines of evidence support our hypothesis that, during
stationary gating, the LBDs transition from cleft-closed conformations to semiclosed conformations as the channel
switches from an open to a closed state. Strong support
for this hypothesis comes from electrophysiological studies
of LBD cleft-lining mutations (6,7,13). Mutations of residues (referred to as proximal) that directly interacted with
the bound agonists were found to affect both agonist affinity
and agonist efficacy, but mutations of residues (referred to
as distal) that perturbed D1-D2 interactions near the cleft
entrance were found to affect only agonist efficacy. It should
be noted that agonist affinity measures the stability of the
agonist-bound state relative to the unbound state (represented by the middle and left panels in Fig. 6), whereas
agonist efficacy measures the stability of the channel-open
state relative to the channel-closed state (represented by
the right and middle panels in Fig. 6). If, as assumed by
Kussius and Popescu (11), the agonist-bound LBDs remain
in cleft-closed conformations regardless of whether the
channel is open or closed (Fig. 6 A), both proximal and
distal residues would engage in interlobe interactions that
would stabilize the agonist-bound state. Correspondingly,
mutations of both types of cleft-lining residues would be expected to affect agonist affinity. Moreover, as the channel
switched between open and closed states, the effects of
the mutations on the stability of the LBDs would remain
constant, since it was assumed that the LBDs did not
move in concert with the channel; therefore, the mutations
would have little effect on the relative stability between
the channel-open and closed states. These expectations are
inconsistent with experimental observations on proximal
and distal mutations.
Now, consider our hypothesized scenario in which the
agonist-bound LBDs are predominantly in semiclosed conformations in the channel-closed state (Fig. 6 B). Proximal
residues would form some intermolecular interactions
with the bound agonist and intramolecular interactions
across the cleft in the semiclosed conformations, and these
interactions would be further strengthened in the cleftclosed conformations. As a result, mutations of these
residues would affect both the relative stability between
the unbound and bound states and the relative stability between the channel-closed and open states, thereby affecting
both agonist affinity and agonist efficacy. On the other hand,
distal residues would form interlobe interactions in the cleftclosed conformations, but not in the semiclosed conformations, and therefore their mutations would affect agonist
efficacy but not agonist affinity. These expected disparate
effects of proximal and distal mutations are precisely what
were observed experimentally (6,7).
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FIGURE 6 Two possible scenarios for conformational sampling by agonist-bound LBDs during stationary gating. (A) The scenario assumed by Kussius
and Popescu (11): the agonist-bound LBDs are always in cleft-closed conformations. (B) Our hypothesis: the agonist-bound LBDs transition from semiclosed
to cleft-closed conformations as the channel switches from a closed to an open state. The first step represents agonist binding, and the second step represents
channel opening. To see this figure in color, go online.

The main difference between the two scenarios illustrated
in Fig. 6 lies in whether channel opening/closing affects
LBD cleft closure. An increase in LBD cleft closure upon
channel opening (Fig. 6 B) is supported by direct evidence
from Blanke and VanDongen (47). These authors found
that mutations at a conserved position (referred to as A7)
near the N-terminus of the GluN1 M3 helix increased the
preference of the channel for the open state, and at the
same time also decreased the accessibility to the LBD cleft.
In our hypothesized scenario, a shift in the channel’s preference for the open state goes hand in hand with an increase in
LBD cleft closure, thus explaining the observed decrease in
cleft accessibility. By the same reasoning, we can also
explain an earlier observation that an open-pore blocker,
which maintained the channel in the open conformation
but occluded permeating ions, prevented agonist dissociation from the LBD clefts (48).
In conclusion, the hypothesis, based on our mathematical
model, that iGluR LBDs predominantly adopt semiclosed
conformations in the channel-closed state during stationary
gating is supported by some experimental observations. The
putative molecular nature of the semiclosed LBD conformations presented here can be directly tested by single-channel
electrophysiology. In particular, we predict that the semiclosed conformations are stabilized by newly formed
hydrogen bonds between Glu488 and Gln686 in the
GluN1 subunits, and between Glu517 and Arg693 in the
GluN2A subunits. Mutations of GluN1 Glu488 and GluN2A
Glu517 that disrupt these possible hydrogen bonds would be
predicted to destabilize the channel-closed state and hence
increase the channel-open probability. Testing these predictions by single-channel electrophysiology and identifying
other such interlobe interactions that are absent in crystal
structures but may be formed during stationary gating may

prove fruitful for achieving a molecular interpretation of
iGluR functional properties. Similar combined computational and electrophysiological studies may help unlock
other mysteries in gating kinetics, including the molecular
nature of the kinetic components in the channel-closed
and -open states.
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